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Foreword to the reader/viewer/listener 
 
This mixed-mode practice-based thesis is presented in a website format where audio-visual 
material is embedded in the text and is an essential constituent of the presentation.  
 
The content of the concurrently submitted printed/pdf version is identical to the website in 
terms of text and image components, while the places of audio-video samples are substituted 
with still images. 
 
It is preferable to view this thesis in the website format, by accessing the text within the full 
audio-visual context, whereas the printed/pdf version is provided for reference. 
 
 
Technical guide – viewing the thesis as a website  
  
This presentation in its current website format was created on an Apple Mac computer by 
using a combination of programs/applications (iweb, imovie, iphoto, garageband, itunes and 
word). For best display it is recommended that the presentation to be viewed (when possible) 
on an Apple Mac computer, using Safari web browser and Quick Time Player applications. 
 
The website can also be viewed on a Windows computer, using Mozilla Firefox web 
browser and Quick Time Player programs. In this case the full audio-visual and text content 
is accessible but a slight displacement of images or text boxes might occur on a small number 
of pages due to the limitations of particular computer programs as well as to do with issues of 
compatibility. 
 
Older web browsers like Internet Explorer or other combination of programs/applications 
might not display the content properly or make the audio-video material accessible, and the 
website cannot be viewed on a conventional DVD player. 

 
Opening the website  
 
The large folder named “SZUCS Arts D THESIS” contains two sub folders:  
 
“SZUCS Arts D THESIS pdf” – a thesis presented in pdf format 
“SZUCS Arts D THESIS Website” – a thesis presented in website format  
 
To view the website: Please open the folder named “SZUCS ArtsD THESIS Website” and 
find inside a subfolder (under the same name) and two other documents called “index” and 
“assets”.  
 
To view the website the reader/viewer/listener only needs to open one single document 
which appears named as “index.html” on a Mac computer, or on a Windows computer the 
same appears named as “index Firefox html” (depending on the system used) but the key 
words to look for are “index” and “html”. All other documents in the folder are technical 
components of the website and must remain intact for the website to operate.  
 
Once “index.html” is open the presentation displays and operates as a conventional ‘online’ 
website. It is assisted with directories and by clicking the curser on the various links the 
reader/viewer/listener can navigate between webpages.     
	  


